Purpose G-ESR-M-00003
page 2 The purpose of this report is to document the results of a study which investigated the feasibility of physically locating one or more functions that will be required to support the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) Project in M-Area facilities at the Savannah River Site (SRS). ·
Background
As the APT Project activities are being scoped and planned, it has become readily apparent that a number of tasks will have to be performed during the various project phases. This includes a variety of functional activities during plant design development, procurement and construction, start-up, and operation. The Conceptual Design Report, which is currently being developed, will define the concepts and locations for performing many of these activities.
In general, the APT Project will require the construction of many new facilities a,t SRS. It is recognized that SRS is a very large DOE site with many existing facilities and not all of these buildings are currently in use. Some of these existing facilities have been designated as surplus in several WSRC reports (ref 1,2) . Furthermore, the DOE-SR Office of Science, Technology and Business Development and the WSRC Community Outreach Division have been actively pursuing the privatization and commercial use of surplus facilities at SRS (ref 3,4) .
Utilization by the APT Project of some existing M-Area facilities that are presently considered surplus represents a potentially significant cost savings to the DOE. Furthermore, theM-Area facilities could be made ready for use much quicker than afforded by new construction. This suggests that they would be especially desirable for supporting hardware development activities prior to actual plant construction. In addition, theM-Area is near the site boundary and is therefore easily accessible by off-site personnel.
Scope
The feasibility of using some of theM-Area facilities in support ofttie APT Project depends on several factors. These include the following:
• APT Project Function Facility Requirements • M-Area Facility Features • M-Area Facility Integrity/Condition
The scope of the present stUdy summarizes the facility requirements necessary to support a number of candidate functions. It also identifies existing M-Area facility features based on a review of several surplus facilities plus a few buildings that are currently in use. The integrity and condition of the existing facilities is summarized based on existing structural G-ESR-M-00003 page 3
evaluations together with preliminary assessments obtained through performed walkdowns.
The objectives of this study are as follows:
• Identify facility requirements necessary to support select APT Project functions.
• Identify available building features for existing select M-Area facilities.
• Compare facility requirements with existing features to screen candidate functions.
• Identify candidate functions that are most feasible. This feasibility study began with the selection and definition of various functions which will be required to support the APT Project. These functions collectively represent activities that will support all phases of the project from development through plant operation. For the. purposes of this study, these functions are considered to be candidates for location in the SRS M-Area
The facility requirements to enable the candidate functions are then detennined. These are defined in terms of required facility size, utilities, special handling, environmental control, hazard generation. etc.
In parallel with the candidate function definition, a variety of theM-Area facilities are investigated. They represent a cross section of the largest buildings in M-Area. Several have been declared surplus and available for reuse, several are surplus buildings that are either currently shutdown or used as inactive storage areas, and one building is actively being used as a warehouse. These buildings are then characterized in terms of existing features, spatial capacity, available equipment, and integrity/condition.
The candidate functions are then screened by comparing the candidate function facility requirements with the existing features of the various M-Area facilities. Candidate functions which are not compatible with M-Area facilities are eliminated from further consideration. The remaining APT functions are identified as feasible candidates for incorporation in SRS M-Area. They are then prioritized according to the functions' requirements.
Discussion of Results

Identification of Candidate Functions and Facility Requirements
Based on several brainstorm sessions involving lead engineer personnel from both SRS and LANL, a list of 24 candidate functions to be considered for this study was developed.
The functions were then grouped according to the initial phase of the project that each function is supportive of APT, i.e., pre-construction/development, construction. or startup/operation.
As a result of this effort, the candidate functions were identified as follows:
Project Phase
Pre-Constr./ Development 
7.
8.
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Training Facility (technicians and operators)
Control Room Simulator (operator training)
Construction Modularization (fabrication of pipe, steel assemblies, HV AC, water treatment systems, etc.)
9.
Construction Staging 10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
Construction Instrumentation Calibration
Receiving There is need to have a Program Development Center (PDC) during the pre-construction/ development phase of the project. The purpose of this function is to perform initial software develQpment, receipt/inspection and pre-operational testing of new equipment, and integration testing of the Integrated Control System (ICS). Provision is to be included for interim storage of approximately 200 I/0 cabinets (2'x2'x6' ea.), 70 workstations (4'x5'x4.5'), 60 printers/graphic copiers and a variety of other types of supporting equipment prior to installation in the APT plant.
A permanent PDC will be located at the APT site in proximity to ·the main control room. This facility will be used for commissioning, start-up, and long term operation of the APT plant.
The space requirements for the interim PDC will initially be about 1,000 ft? which increases to 8,500 ft 2 within 6 months due to temporary storage and equipment staging needs. A raised floor is required to accommodate electrical cabinet wiring. In addition to performing pre-op. testing of new equipment, some computer maintenance can also be performed here. Other facility features that are required to support this function are listed in table la & 1\:>.
Computer Maintenance
The computer maintenance function will provide a pennanent work shop to support the storage, testing, maintenance, and installation of ICS computer equipment~ Based on a review of the anticipated needs for computer operations support, this function must be locat~d in close proximity to the Main Control Room and Program Development Center which will be located at the APT site. For this reason, the computer maintenance function should not be located in the SRS M-Area. It was therefore deleted from further M-Area cqnsideration.
Scaled Prototype Heat Transport Loop
The purpose of this function is to perform integral flow and heat removal studies of prototype target modules. A primary objective of these studies is to identify any unexpected phenomena related to single and two phase flow in the heat transport loop prior to targ~ fabrication for the APT plant. In addition, this test facility can also be used to generate therinal hydraulic data for benchmarking any system analysis code (such as TRAC) which will be used as the primary design and safety analysis tool. Furthermore, this test loop could also be used for fun:.er studies after plant start-up.
The space requirements for this heat transport loop will be about 1, 000 ft 2 with a room height of about 20 ft. Other facility features that are required to support this function are listed in table la & lb. 
Tritium Implantation Studies
This purpose of this function will be to perform beam injection experiments using a small tritium accelerator to detennine the effects of impingement on aluminum targets. This function is considered to be a target materials development effort and would be performed during the pre-construction phase of the APT Project. ·
The tritium accelerator which would be employed for this function is currently located at LANL and would need to be transported to a SRS test facility. The purpose of this function is to demonstrate startup, operational and maintenance functionality of the gas flow loop that will be used to circulate the 3 He/Tritium mixture between the Target/Blanket (T/B) and the Tritium Separation Facility (TSF). Each T/B will consist of multiple tube bundles (estimated as high as 50) manifolded together. Initial indications are that the tubes will have to be operated and maintained remotely due to radiation from spallation products. This demonstration will provide data for use in obtaining the optimum design to help ensure the highest probability of a successful operating· plant design. Possible tasks include:
• Mock up to determine the best layout arrangement and connection(s) to help ensure ease of installation and removal • Detennination of best approach for secondary confinement of the primary tubes (e.g., coaxial design or vessel confinement) • ~emonstration of the feasibility of remotely cutting, handling and welding tubes • Development of techniques for the initial pump downs, high vacuum clean up, purging, and leak testing of the system prior to initial 3 He filling • Best equipment, techniques and procedures to be used to leak-test assemblies both before installation and in an "operating" T IB
• Filtering for spallation products • . Shut-down operations and how best to reduce system pressure and recover both 3 He and tritium during an operating "excursion"
• Pre-operational testing for spare T IB assemblies.
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The space requirements for this 3 He/Tritium Gas Loop function will be about 10,000 ft 2 .
The need for remote handling equipment to demonstrate cutting and welding of gas flow tube bundles is [TBD] . Other facility features that are required are listed in table Ia & lb.
Training Facility
It is anticipated that there will be a need for some training of technicians and operators to familiarize these SRS personnel with some of the specialized equipment that will be required for the APT plant. Radio Frequency (RF) components, beam diagnostic hardware, instrument racks and chassis, and other accelerator specific equipment and components will require some degree of hands-on familiarization. It is assumed that the technical personnel who receive this type of training will be Technical Vocational Institute (TVI) graduates who already have experience in electronics. Consequently, the required APT related training will be provided through a combination of classroom lectures/ assignments, field assignments at existing accelerator plants (e.g., LANL), and on-the-job learning exercises.
Many of the RF components require large quantities of electrical power and/or cooling to operate and are not well suited for training exercises in a classroom. Training in aU aspects of their installation, operation, and maintenance will require interface and support from the RF equipment suppliers and experienced accelerator engineers and TVI technicians.
·The SRS training facility at 766-H is equipped to administer primarily classroom training and radiation worker exercises. The classroom format for APT training may include hands-on familiarization with some of the APT components. In that event, it would be advantageous to have a designated training laboratory that is available for APT hands-on training exercises using prototypes or mock-ups of actual hardware and hazardous sources in a simulated setting. The estimated floor space required is 1, 000 ft 
7 Control Room Simulator
The Control Room Simulator will be a full-scale training simulator that replicates the Main Control Room including the overhead video displays. It will be used to provide operator training and process system analysis. Its simulation capabilities will provide the fuU range of operating and Design Basis Accident conditions. It will also be used to analyze various operating scenarios. 
Construction Modularization
This function pertains to the fabrication of pipe, steel subassemblies, HV AC hardware, water treatment equipment assemblies, etc. during APT plant construction. Under existing SRS site agreements, these activities must be performed by the construction contractor in their own facilities. Until the construction contractor's scope is clearly defined, it is unknown whether any APT construction activities will be performed by WSRC/BSRI personnel who could utilize on-site facilities such as at M-Area. Assuming all construction activities are subcontracted, then the use of SRS site facilities would not be feasible. In any case, the SRS Central Shops Area currently has extensive shop fabrication capabilities. As a consequence, this function was therefore deleted from further M-Area consideration at the present time.
Construction Staging
The purpose of this function is to provide a staging area of materials for cgnstruction activities. Items requiring some protection from the environment via Level C storage include instrument cable, pumps, valves, fans, compressors, ducting, dampers, etc. Some electrical equipment may require Level B (conditioned) storage to preclude moisture condensation.
Normally, the construction contractor is required to provide their own staging facilities. Assuming the APT construction contract permits the use of on-site facilities at SRS, then it is estimated that a minimum of 100,000 ft 2 of floor space may be required. Other facility· features that are required to support this function are listed in table 1a & lb. It should be noted that the actual storage requirements are highly dependent on the coordination of established component delivery schedules with construction activities.
0 Construction Instrumentation Calibration
This function-pertains to the regular calibration of field instrumentation used to support construction activities. Depending on the scope definition of the construction contract, the contractor may be obligated to provide their own capability. If the subcontract · permits the use of SRS on-site facilities, then the existing field instrument calibration laboratory in SRS Central Shops will be sufficient. As a consequence, this function was therefore deleted from further M-Area consideration.
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The purpose of this function is to provide a designated location for determining the received condition of procured equipment items, performing QA verification for purchase order compliance, and providing a central location for temporary storage and subsequent routing. Construction materials are not be included in this function description; they would be routed directly to the construction site for processing.
The SRS Central Shops has an existing facility for rec~iving and inspection of equipment. For purposes of this study, it was assumed that the APT Project will require a separate facility to process a large quantity of sophisticated APT equipment that requires special handling and inspection.
There are several factors which determine the space requirements for receiving/inspection. Utilization of just-in-time deliver}', the rate of material processing (through-put), construction schedule coordination, and the timing of APT system availability will all influence the actual storage requirements. For purposes of this study, it will be assumed that the floor space required will be m the range of 10,000 ft 2 -100,000 ft 2 . A portion of this space will require HV AC for human comfort and Level B storage for electrical equipment. A fire protection system will be required based on anticipated fire hazards associated with equipment storage. Other facility features that are required to support this function are listed in table la & lb.
6;1.12 Pre-Op. Test Verification of Electrical and Electronic Equipment
The purpose of this function is to perform pre-operational test verification of various electrical and electronic equipment prior to installation. This includes the following as a minimum:
• 400 vacuum circuit breakers ( 4 .16k.v) • 3,000 instrument racks/w 20,000 chassis • 1,000 beam diagnostic devices
All circuit breakers will be tested and adjusted for proper electrical and mechanical operation. Tests to be performed include insulation resistance, contact resistance with breaker clo~ and vacuum interrupter integrity. Approximately 1,500 ft 2 of floor space is required for performing this pre-operational test function.
The instrument racks will require some assembly in a clean, environmentally controlled, dust free area. Upon receipt, the chassis will be subjected to electrical function verification prior to installation in the racks. Rack/chassis assembly includes some inner rack wiring. Approximately 4,000 te of floor space is required for performing this preoperational test function.
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The beam diagnostic devices include 400+ micro strips, 400+ beam loss monitors, I 00+ beam monitors with actuators. The devices require some assembly in a clean, environmentally controlled, dust free area. In addition, this function includes an operability check and a vacuum leak check and involves the use of a small radioactive calibration source and cleaning fluids. Approximately 5,000 ft 2 of floor space is required for performing this pre-operational test function. During plant operation, it is anticipated that this function will be needed to provide diagnostic repairs and upgrades as required.
A fire protection system will be required for these pre-op. test areas based on anticipated fire hazards associated with equipment assembly and operational checks. Other facility features that are required to support this function are listed in table I a & lb.
Storage of Electrical and Electronic Equipment
This purpose of this function is to provide temporary lag storage of various electrical and electronic equipment while awaiting installation. This includes the following as a nurumum:
• 60 motor control centers ( 480v) · • 400 vacuum circuit breakers (4.16kv)
• 3,000 instrument rackslw 20,000 chassis • 1, 000 beam diagnostic devices Each motor control center (MCC) section is 20" x 20" x 90" (h) and weighs 600 lbs. Approximately 2,000 ft 2 of floor space is required for the lag storage ofMCC sections.
The storage area must be conditioned (heated) to preclude moisture condensation.
Each. circuit breaker cabinet is 4' x4' x'4~ and weighs approximately 1,000 lbs. Assuming that storage racks are used to stack the breaker cabinets three high. then 2,500 ft 2 of floor space is required for the lag storage. The storage area must be conditioned (heated) to preclude moisture condensation.
The instrument racks can be stored in clusters of four. Each of the 750 clusters will require about 40 ft 2 of floor space that is clean, dust free, and condi~oned (heated) to preclude moisture condensation. The total lag storage floor space requirement for the instrument rack clusters is therefore about 30,000 ft 2 .
. The beam diagnostic devices can be stored on shelf racks that are six high. On average, each device is expected to need about I te of volume for storage. This results in a total lag storage requirement for the beam diagnostic equipment of about 500 ft 2 . The storage environment must be clean, dust free, and conditioned (heated) to preclude moisture condensation.
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A fire protection system will be required for these storage areas based on anticipated fire hazards assOciated with equipment storage. Other facility features that are required to support this function are listed in table la & lb.
6.1.14 Pre-Op. Test Verification of Accelerator Targets
The purpose of this function is to perform hydraulic performance verification tests of the target modules prior to their installation in the APT plant. To ensure heat removal from the targets under normal and off-normal operating conditions, the flow rate and pressure drop characteristic of the target modules must be verified at an SRS staging area. This will identify any deficiencies that may affect the module flow system. This function is primarily applicable during the construction phase of the APT plant. During plant operation. the continuing need will depend upon the replacement frequency of these components.
Since the target modules are large, massive components that will be approximately 9'(1)x2'(w)x23'(h) and weigh up to 52Yz tons each, it may be required that the pumping loop needs to be fabricated around them. The technical staff at the SRS Thermal Fluids Laboratory can provide all the testing capabilities such as the pumping loop, instrumentation and data acquisition system which can be transported to the staging area. The total floor space needed to perform this function in the staging area is about 1000 ft 2 .
Other facility features that are required are listed in The purpose of this function is to perform hydraulic performance verification tests of various Target/Blanket components prior to their installation in the APT plant. To ensure heat removal from these components under normal and off-normal operating conditions, . the flow rate and pressure drop characteristic of the target modules must be verified at an SRS staging area. This will identify any deficiencies that may affect the module flow system. This function is primarily applicable during the construction phase of the APT plant. During plant operation, the continuing need will depend upon the replacement frequency of these components. This flow test configuration will require a pumping loop and an instrumentation and data acquisition system. Technical staff at the SRS Thermal Fluids Laboratory (TFL) can provide all the testing capabilities either at TFL (for smaller components) or after being transported to the staging area as required. The Target/Blanket core components to be tested weigh up to 10 tons each. The total floor space needed to perform this function is about 500 ft: This function can probably be co-located with the Pre-Op. Test Verification of Accelerator Targets which is described in section 6.1.14.
aean Room Equipment Fabrication/Repain
The purpose of this function is to assemble and repair superoonducting cavity components. These operations must be performed in a super-clean room environment (Class 10,000) by workers who wear protective clothing and respirator hoods. This function will be required for the APT project. However, it is known that superconducting equipment assemblies should not be subjected to unnecessary travel if it can be avoided. The distance between M-Area and the potential APT sites being considered is over 5 miles. As a consequence, this function should be located closer to the APT site than that which is afforded by the SRS M-Area. For this reason, this function was deleted from further MArea consideration.
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This function provides the capability to map the magnetic field of each magnet prior to installation in the A TP plant. Once the magnetic center is located and recorded, it enables proper alignment of the magnet during installation. Tests on the magnets include field strength, uniformity, harmonic content, and cooling system parameters. In addition, the temperature switches (e.g., Klixon) are installed by soldering.
This function is primarily applicable during the construction phase. During plant operation, the continuing need is anticipated to be quite small and can probably be accomplished in the klystron rebuild area.
Performing magnet maintenance requires access to a 5 ton crane, cooling water capacity for 50 kw of heat removal, and up to 480v electrical service. Approximately one-half of the estimated 25,000 ft 2 of floor space that is required for this RF support facility must be devoted to test stand operation. It is estimated ~t 10 full power RF test stations will be required to test and condition the large quantity ofRF components for the APT project. This will require a large amount of electrical power since the power required for the full power test often klystrons is 20MW. Due to the significant infrastructure requirements of this test stand configuration (equipment for electrical power, cooling, etc.), it is preferable to co-locate this function capability near the APT KlystroJ! Gallery. For this reason, this function was deleted from further M-Area consideration.
Hot Machine Shop Equipment Repairs
This function enables the modification or maintenance of certain components which have become activated during APT plant operation. One example might be some of the HEBT instrumentation which requires modification to' improve performance.
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At this early stage of the APT .J;>roject, it is impossible to characterize the need for this function. Fortunately, SRS has several areas with existing hot shops (e.g., Reactors, Fuel Separations). For purposes of the present study, it is assumed that the existing SRS hot machine shop capabilities can accommodate any associated needs for the APT Project. For this reason, this function was deleted from further M-Area consideration.
Cold Machine Shop Equipment Repairs
This function enables the modification or repair of certain APT components such as pumps, motors, and magnets. One example might be to support .the development of a design modification through confirmatory testing of a fabricated prototype.
At this early stage of the APT Project, it is difficult to quantify the requirements for this function. It would be desirable to have provisions for a drill press, band saw, lathe, mill, welding equipment with exhaust hood, furnace, and a separate paint room. The suggested floor space required to perform these operations and provide for supply storage is about 9,800 te. Fortunately, SRS has several areas with existing cold machine shops (e.g., Central Shops, A-Area Labs.). For purposes of the present study, it is assumed that the existing SRS cold machine shop capabilities can accommodate any associated needs for the APT Project. For this reason, this function was deleted from further M-Area consideration.
Waste Material Characterization
Analytical laboratory services will be required to characterize waste material prior to disposal. One example application is the characterization of the water treatment resin. Other potential applications are presently being discussed with LANL personnel. At this early stage of the APT Project, it is difficult to quantify the requirements for this function. As a consequence, this function was therefore deleted from further M-Area consideration at the present time. It is recommended that it be investigated further once the potential scope is defined.
M-Area Building Features and Conditions
A total of eight M-Area facilities were investigated. This evaluation scope represents a cross section of the largest buildings in M-Area. The M-Area facility investigation included a review of available architectural drawings, discussions with M-Area facility cognizant engineers, a field walkdown of the buildings, and a preliminary structural assessment for Natural Phenomena Hazard (NPH) event conditions such as earthquake and wind. The drawings consulted include the foUowing: The in-scope M-Area buildings were characterized in tenns of existing features, spatial capacity, available equipment, and integrity/condition. In the process of acquiring this MArea_ facility data, the following generic observations/assumptions were established:
• AU M-Area buildings have indirect access to a functioning rail spur.
• AU in-scope M-Area buildings have waste water detection and treatment capability for Uranium and heavy metals, but not for tritium.
• AU in-scope buildings and the candidate functions were assumed to have a Performance Category designation ofPC-1.
The results of the building characterization are summarized in table 2a & 2b.
The only M ... Area building which has an existing formal structural evaluation for NPH event conditions is 321-M. As documented in the corresponding structural evaluation report (ref 5) , building 321-M currently requires a roofupgrade which should consist of membrane seal replacement and added structural bracing along the roof edges. Furthermore, the building custodian indicated that the 321-M roof does have a number of water leaks.
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Basedon a preliminary assessment ofthe 305-lM, 313-M, 315-M, 320-M, 322-M, 330-M and 331-M, buildings, it is believed that they will be structurally acceptable for PC-1 NPH loads. This corresponds to low occupancy (<300 persons) and supports the functional classification designation of General Service for structures, systems, and components.
Feasibility Evaluation Summary
In the process of performing this evaluation, it was determined that several of the candidate functions should preferably not be located in any of the M-Area facilities. This was due to the fact that either an existing capability exists elsewhere at SRS or that the function should be performed at the APT site.· As a result, the following functions were eliminated from consideration in M-Area: facilities by incorporating temperature and humidity control and air filtration. They are uninsulated, pre-engineered metal warehouse buildings and presently have no HV AC. Building 3 3 0-:.M and 331-M are presently used for storage of reactor slugs. Building 3 15-M is presently being actively used for received material lag storage supporting various SRS site projects. Other M-Area facilities that can be used for these electrical equipment storage functions are 320-M and portions of313-M or 321-M. Note that 313-M is located irrunediately adjacent to 330-M and 331-M which would become feasible locations with the HV AC additions described above.
Building 305-IM is also an uninsulated, pre-engineered metal warehouse building and was judged to be acceptable for use as a Training Facility (6.1.6) if the HV AC system is upgraded. Presently, only the ductwork remains since the heat pumps have been removed. The building is currently used to store excess office furniture and it has no fire detection/suppression syst~m.
If the Circuit Breaker, Instrument Rack Assy., and Beam Diagnostic Device Pre-Op. Test functions (6.1.12) are to be co-located together, they are compatible with 313-M, 320-M or 321-M. If these pre-operational test verifications can be performed at different locations. then 322-M is compatible with the Circuit Breaker Testing but some building interior room walls would have to be removed to create a larger work area.
Building 313-M is fairly large and appears to have good structural integrity. It does possess a number of structural discontinuities such as pits and trenches (under floor grating) and interior non-load bearing walls. It also contains an appreciable amount of existing equipment in the center sections. These features complicate any building modification considerations so its potential use may be limited to functions that don't require much floor space or room height, e.g., Vacuum Valve Testing (6.1.15), Training (6.1.6), or Tritium Implantation (6.1.4). In addition, the 5 ton bridge crane and much of the floor space is in an RBA zone due to existing contamination. Furthermore, the building exterior and interior wall construction consists of transite with asbestos composition. This implies that asbestos mitigation efforts would be required for any building modifications.
The Control Room Simulator (6.1. 7) requires 8,850 ft 2 of floor space combined with a room height of 16 ft. to accommodate video displays. The only M-Area building that is compatible with this requirement is the high bay in 321-M. Note that a raised floor would have to be added.
The Pre-Op. Test Verification of Accelerator Targets (6.1.14) will involve the transportation and handling oftarget modules that are 9'(1) x 2'(w) x 23'(h) and weigh up to 52'12 tons. None of theM-Area buildings has a height under roof that can accommodate this size structure (23' height). Consequently, this function was deleted from further consideration for an existing M-Area building. Although the Flow Testing of Target/Blanket Core Components ( 6 .1. 18) is compatible with building 320-M, it may be preferable to co-locate this function with the accelerator target test function which is not compatible with M-Area buildings.
The 3 He/Trititllrt Gas Loop Fabrication and Testing function (6.1.5) may only be compatible with the 321-M high bay due to the combined floor space (10,000 te) and room height (20ft) requirements.
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All of the other remaining candidate functions are compatible with building 320-M and 321-M. Both ofthese buildings have overhead 10 ton bridge cranes and high bay areas. Both have diesel generator standby power and some fire detection capability. In addition, building 321-M has a partial wet pipe distribution system for fire protection. Building 320-M affords the greatest potential for supporting APT candidate functions with the least preparation/conversion costs since it is the largest building in terms of floor space, has the least amount of hazardous contamination (radiation and chemical), and appears to have a high degree of structural integrity.
Building 321-M is the second largest building ofthose investigated but it has some structural deficiencies and hazardous contamination in a RBA zone. Its exterior and interior wall construction consists of transite with asbestos composition. This implies that asbestos mitigation efforts would be required for any building modifications. The roof of 321-M requires structural modification to eliminate leaks and reinforce the edges with added bracing.
The Construction Staging function ( 6.1. 9) imposes perhaps the most flexible facility requirements among the functions investigated. Although the floor space required is estimated to be up to 100,000 te and the room height up to 20ft, the siZe variety and amount of equipment suggests that it can be distributed throughout any of the in-scope MArea buildings.
At this early stage of the APT Project, the specific building utility requirements that are needed to support the various candidate functions have not been determined. This suggests that certain M-Area building equipment upgrades may be required depending on the function(s) to be implemented. Further investigation is needed to assess the feasibility (and cost) associated with possible upgrades to electrical power, process cooling, domestic/service water, instrument air, process/sanitary sewer, fire protection, and HV AC.
7.0 Conclusions/Recommendations
Conclusions
As a result of this feasibility study, various APT Project supporting functions have been identified through a screening process as feasible candidates for location in one or more M-Area facilities. The candidate functions are listed below in the order of descending impact based on floor space requirements. The compatible M-Area buildings are also identified. The Waste Material Characterization function is considered to be a candidate for further study at a later time since its needs are not yet quantified due to the lack of defined scope.
To fully support some of the above functions, it may be necessary to upgrade the building utilities. Specific utility requirements need to be determined for electrical power, process cooling, domestic.lservice water, instrument air, process/sanitary sewer, fire protection, and HV A C. This will enable an accurate evaluation of existing building utilitY capabilities and perhaps affect theM-Area building usage feasibility.
The feasibility and cost effectiveness associated with any required building or utility upgrades is beyond the scope of the present study. This data should be obtained so as to fonn the basis for prioritizing the selection of functions for implementation in the M-Area facilities.
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As a result of the performed feasibility study, several issues were identified which need to be investigated further to determine the impact, if any, on the feasibility conclusions stated in section 7. 1. The issues are as foUows:
• Define the Performance Category for aU selected candidate functions. (It was assumed to be PC-I for the present study) • Perform a NPH structural integrity evaluation for theM-Area building(s) of interest. This has already been completed for 321-M (ref. 5).
• The proximity of theM-Area to the SRS site boundary will be a factor affecting location feasibility for those candidate functions that generate radioactive material.
• A Process Hazards Review should be performed for the new mission(s).
• An environmental baseline survey should be conducted to characterize and establish the location of existing hazardous contamination in the M-Area buildings of interest. This has already b~n completed for 320-M (ref. - (2) • Fork lift to perform much of the unloading via pallets .
(for crane) (Note 2)
• Temp. storage space req'd depends on delivery timing and through-put process rate.
• Fire protection system req 'd based on lire hazards analvsis . . Requires conditioned storage to preclude moisture condcns . • Fire protection system req' d based on fire hazards analysis .
• Requires conditioned storage to preclude moisture condens .
Instrument Rack Storage NA NA Yes NA NA
• Needs to be a conditioned. fairly clean, dust fi'cc area .
(Note 3)
• Fire protection system req' d based on fire hazards analysis .
Beam Diagnostic Device Storage NA NA Yes NA NA
• Storage racks req' d for stacking @6 high .
• Needs to be a conditioned, fairly clean, dust free area .
• Fire protection system req'd based on fire hazards anal~·sis .
Accelerator Targ~t • Requires rail service to transport target modules .
• 
